
Report from the Green and Environment Group, January 2021. 

The Green and Environment Group has since our last PC meeting shared ideas via email 

correspondence. 

They main topics that have been suggested  are: 

1. Recycling: education and possible collection points for Tetra cartons, food waste and thin 

plastic. 

2. Planting of small areas with insect attracting wild flowers.  

3. A tree nursery at the allotments. 

4. Footpath and hedgerow surveys. 

5. Creating a safe area for the school drop-offs. 

6. Name boards for local lanes and homes, to help delivery drivers and emergency vehicles. 

7. Future car sharing schemes when Covid restrictions allows.  

8. Litter pickups. 

1. The education of what is recyclable in the Blue bins can be taken forward with a fun 

competition that both adults and children can participate in. Gerda is happy to take this forward. 

2. Jamie is keen to support a possible tree nursery at the allotments with the possible 

involvement of school children. Both Jamie and Mike Brackenbury are happy to lead on this. 

3. Mike B. has suggested that the The Green could be encircled with a belt of long grass and 

wildflowers. The central area would be maintained and the "Model Village" view would not be 

obscured. Mike is happy to lead on this. 

4. Mike B. started on a footpath survey three years ago and Mike B. and Gerda are keen to take 

this forward as a group activity for all once the social distancing rules are allows. This could feed 

into the SCC's Footpath register and could also update the Hedgerow survey conducted 1998-

2002. 

5. and 6. These issues will be supported by the G&E group, but need the liaison between  Parish 

Council, Highways, The Estate  and other interested parties. 

7  An idea that can only be taken forward once Covid 19 restrictions are lifted 

8. Litter Pickup is an issue the G&E  group will support and work with both the Estate's and the 

Parish Council's organised litter pickups.  

Sadly most of the proposed projects will have to rest until Covid restriction are lifted 

 

Gerda Gibbs 

 

 


